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We speak your language…

Website: www.lexikon4trans.com
Eail: info@lexikon4trans.com
Alt. e-mail: lexikon.translation@gmail.com
Phones: +2 01095572016, +2 01286613186
Skype: Lexikon.translation
Viber-WhatsApp: 002 01095572016
Working hours: 24 /7

OFFICE PROFILE 

Lexikon Translation Services is an internationally recognized translation office based 
in Egypt and specialized in providing translation services to international clients 
worldwide.
We offer a price-competitive, professional, fast, customer-focused and quality-
controlled service.
We have become a resourceful and flexible translation company with 60+ 
professional freelance translators and linguists , specializing in almost any industry. 
Whatever your specific requirements are, we have an expert for you!

Our projects are delivered on time, with the supreme service quality at the 
reasonable price. You get the best possible quality/price ratio!

OUR MAIN COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES 

> Network of first-class professional translators
> Usage of advanced industry technology
> Quality controlled translations
> Very competitive prices
> Fast turnaround times

OUR SERVICES 
> Written translations 
> Editing
> Localization
> Language consultancy
> Copywriting
> Transcribing
> Typesetting



SPECIALIZATION

We translate from and into: 

From: To:
English Arabic English

French  Arabic English

German  Arabic English

Spanish  Arabic  English

Portuguese  Arabic English

Dutch  Arabic English

Italian  Arabic English

Polish Arabic  English

Swedish Arabic English

Norwegian Arabic English

Romanian  Arabic English

Greek  Arabic English

Japanese  Arabic English

Chinese  Arabic English

Hindi  Arabic English

Bengali  Arabic English

Urdu  Arabic English

Persian  Arabic English  

Indonesian  Arabic English

Russian  Arabic English

Ukrainian Arabic English

Czech  Arabic English

Turkish  Arabic English

FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION 

IT, computers, telecom, various technical fields, automotive, (bio)medical, 
(bio)chemical, dental, pharmaceutical, marketing, financial, legal (contracts, patents), 
ISO/EN standards, business, literature, games... and more.



CONSORTIUM MEMBERSHIPS 

Lexikon Translation Services is a member of the Egyptian Translators Association
(EGYTA).

OUR DAILY OUTPUT? 

We can translate 15,000 words a day plus. 
We provide the highest quality of translation available and welcome the opportunity 
to discuss the specific terms for your project, including volume, style and terminology 
and so on.

OUR RATES 

Our rates are rather flexible and depend on each specific project, the work involved, 
word count and technical aspects. 
The standard rate for most European languages is 0.05 USD/word (includes 
translation and proofing). 
Eastern and Scandinavian languages have the basic rate of 0.07 USD/word. 
Additional services are estimated according to the required scope of work and its
complexity, as well as any specific software requirements. 
DTP processing is normally estimated per unit (e.g. image, drawing, page etc.).

PAYMENT METHODS WE ACCEPT

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

We look forward to hearing from you and are always available to answer your 
questions. 
Thank you for your interest in Lexikon Translation Services.


